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Thesis Points:


Demandware’s stock price has risen 140% since its
2012 IPO, despite declining net income, ROE, and
EPS



Revenue has been bolstered through inorganic
growth, leading to an underperforming stock price



Demandware’s ROIC to WACC ratio is significantly
below their competitors, a troublesome sign in the
highly competitive market for cloud technology

Company Description:
Headquartered in Burlington, MA, Demandware, Inc. (DWRE) provides cloud-based e-commerce technology to brand
manufacturers and retailers in the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom and elsewhere abroad. It offers software
as a service (SaaS) through Demandware Commerce Cloud, a digital commerce platform that helps customers create and
carry out digital commerce strategies, as well as assist customers in global expansion, predictive merchandising and in-store
operations. Demandware sells its cloud based products to retailers, massive corporations as well as branded manufacturers
in apparel and footwear, home and garden, health and beauty, and sporting goods. Sales are done through their direct sales
force and indirect channels. Demandware has seen its stock price rise an impressive amount since its 2012 IPO, and has
paired this with tremendous revenue growth. Despite this, Demandware’s fundamentals have been weak, especially
compared to its competitors, thus I am very bearish on the stock.
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Thesis
Since its 2012 IPO, Demandware’s (DWRE) stock
price has risen 140% with revenues growing even
faster. Although these appear to be good signs, in fact,
they are simply a result of Demandware’s inorganic
growth through the acquisition of a number of smaller
companies. These acquisitions have led to a declining
net income, return on equity, and earnings per share,
ultimately signaling an overvalued stock price. This is
further evidenced by their bottom of the market ROIC,
which is much lower than their main competitors.
Although the number of retailers they are serving is
growing extremely fast, their strategy is not working,
leading to a bolstered top line and weakened bottom
line. This makes now the perfect time to engage in a
short position on a very bearish stock.

Industry Outlook
Demandware’s total addressable market is in the middle
of three large sectors: retail, digital commerce and cloud
computing. It is estimated that the size of the global
retail market is approximately $22 billion, the global
commerce software market is approximately $10 billion
and the global cloud market is approximately $50
billion. The e-commerce market is growing most
quickly, with this growth driven by widespread
broadband internet connectivity, proliferation of
mobile devices such as smart phones, growing
consumer preference for online shopping, and
messaging platforms and mobile applications and the
convergence of the digital and brick and mortar retail
channels. Digital and physical channels are converging,
with customers demanding a more relevant,
personalized shopping experience while retailers seek
to meet these needs. Retailers are also looking to
improve efficiency, reduce complexity, replaced
outdated hardware and software, and lower costs by
automating processes, optimizing inventory, and
centralizing all key product and consumer information
to provide flexible, personalized experiences. As the
digital commerce market expands, it is equally
becoming more complex. Some of the trends that are
driving this complexity are the rapid pace of
innovation, the need to maintain scale and global
presence, increasing consumer demand for
personalization, and the proliferation of retail channels.
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As Demandware currently sits, their declining ROIC to
WACC is leading to value destruction, while their
competitors are creating value, and are poised to
capitalize on this $50 billion market.

Business Model
Demandware offers a comprehensive cloud commerce
platform. Specifically, they offer the Demandware
Commerce Cloud, consisting of related services and
participation in a community that extends the value of
the platform. They also offer a business model that is
designed for sustained customer revenue growth,
evident through their large number of recent
acquisitions. They deliver solutions on-demand to
customers who are able to access and manage their
commerce business over the internet using a standard
web browser and through mobile applications. Their
customers utilize the Demandware Commerce Cloud
to create compelling ecommerce and in-store consumer
interactions, as well as to deliver omni-channel
experiences. They sell subscriptions to their cloud
software and related services through both a direct sales
force and indirect channels. Most of their revenues are
derived from subscriptions to the Demandware
Commerce Cloud and services related to the offering.
Subscription fees for e-commerce customers are based
on a revenue share pricing model, where customers pay
a percentage of their total gross revenue that is
processed on the Demandware platform.

Financials
As of 2014, Demandware had well over 200 active
clients, including Columbia Sportswear, L'Oreal,
Brooks Brothers, Vineyard Vines, Motorola, and
Callaway Golf. Demandware was even ranked among
the top 10 companies in the e-commerce platform
category in the 2014 Top Tech Guide. Since its IPO, its
stock price has risen by over 140% with impressive
revenue growth to match. From its 2012 IPO to 2015,
revenue grew an impressive 320%, including 50%
growth from 2014 to 2015. Ironically, despite such a
profound revenue growth and rise in stock price,
Demandware has consistently underperformed the
S&P 500, especially over the last year and a half.
Demandware's lack of success in relation to the S&P
500 may be attributed to their diminishing net income.
Despite such wide acclaim, Demandware's net income
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has been consistently deteriorating since their 2012
IPO. Since 2012, Demandware's net income has
plummeted by 751%, from -$4.3 million to -$36.6
million in 2015. Furthermore, net income declined 35%
in 2014 and an additional 18% in 2015. ROE also has
been on a steady decline since their IPO, plummeting
from -8.8% to -13% in 2015. To compound this, EPS
also has been on a downward trend, while revenue and
stock price have ironically increased. EPS declined by
$0.31 from 2014 to 2015, keeping in line with their
341% EPS decline since their 2012 IPO.
Demandware's EPS is especially weak compared to
their competitors. The market for cloud technology is
very competitive, and two companies that have proven
to be major competitors for Demandware are HP
(HPE) and Oracle (ORCL). Both have seen major
success in their unique approaches to cloud technology.
Demandware's EPS has been negative for the last four
years, seeing a consistent decline over the same period.
Oracle and HP have EPS of $.51 and $.33, respectively,
staying in the positive over the last four years.
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Value Destruction
Demandware also is destroying value, with an
underperforming ROIC to WACC ratio of -1.0404,
compared to HP's impressive value creating 16.15 and
Oracle's 1.34. Fundamentally, Demandware is
substantially behind two of its largest competitors, as
can be seen in the graph below.

Acquisitions
Decline in net income, ROE and EPS are likely
attributable to Demandware's focus on expanding up
market, targeting larger customers to drive a growth in
their customer base. Much of their revenue growth is
derived through major acquisitions. In early 2014,
Demandware acquired Mainstreet Commerce, a cloudbased order management provider for an undisclosed
amount. By October of 2014, Demandware also
acquired CQuotient, Inc., a cloud personalization
provider for an undisclosed amount. Finally, in
January of 2015, they acquired Tomax Corporation
for $75 million. $60 million of which was in cash, with
the other $15 million in contingent retention-based
payments. This acquisition gave Demandware access
to companies such as Hallmark and LL Bean. As
shown by the graph below, these acquisitions have
been focused on bolstering sales and online market
value, not the bottom line.

Considering Demandware's substantial acquisitions, it
is important to examine ROIC without goodwill.
ROIC without goodwill is a better measure of the
company's performance related to its peers as it does
not reflect the large premiums paid for acquisitions.
Without goodwill, Demandware's ROIC is -19.8%,
compared to -14.1% with goodwill. This signals that
though their large acquisitions have led to massive
revenues, they are actually destroying value relative to
their competition.

Conclusion
Demandware’s recent earnings call showed slight promise
for the stock as it beat EPS by $.05 and also beat revenue
by $2.48 million. Regardless, their strategy of growth
through acquisition has not been successful. This is
evidenced by Demandware's alarming trend between
revenue and NOPAT as well as their ROIC without
goodwill of -19.8%. Furthermore, declining net income,
EPS and ROE indicate that Demandware may be
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overvalued. Add these reasons to their short interest of
16.24% and 9.15 days to cover, and I'm very bearish on
the stock. Based on my proforma valuation, I have
Demandware at an intrinsic value of $30.47, and a 1-year
target price of $37.92 for a target return of around
10.78%. This makes now the perfect time to engage in a
short position on an overvalued stock.
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